2010 range rover interior

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The CQ team was very
professional, honest guys. They made the process straightforward and easy. I got an awesome
car at a great price. I recommend these guys 10 out of Good service, outstanding personal
attention; receptive and professional. A warmed welcome and effective transition. They did
contact me but I ended up purchasing another vehicle but quick response on there end. As an
out of State buyer honesty and integrity serve to gain a customer's confidence and business.
Brice was friendly, knowledgeable, and quick to respond to any questions. They disclosed any
and all would be flaws of the vehicle. Buy here with confidence knowing you'll be treated right. I
have pinned the dealership for consideration in all future vehicle purchases. Very Good dealer
straight forward with everything processing sale Quick and easy!! Motivated sales staff and
would happily purchase if their car was a Scat Pak. Nice modern dealership with a large
inventory. Romeo called me back and was very helpful! Even gave me a follow up email!
Recommend Carz 4 Toys! Poor customer service. Nobody came out to talk to me. They just told
me to look for what I was looking for. So I just took off. Hands down this dealership went above
and beyond for me. The sales person wonderful customer service ''Rafael'' and the Finance
person again above and beyond ''Moe'' thank you so much. Thank you again Golden Auto
Group. Hopefully I'll pay this car asap. So you guys can get a Corvette for me lol.. I ended up
purchasing a different vehicle from Logic Motors. I will highly recommend them and their
dealership to family and friends. Car was incorrectly listed manual transmission vehicle listed
as an automatic , which was weird, but whatever, I'm looking for a manual. Rep I spoke with was
rude. Further, had to apply for financing elsewhere, as they do NOT work with the companies
listed. Wont contact again. An absolute delight working with him. The car was as described, and
priced very well. I purchased the car and was in and out in 30 minutes! A true good guy for the
industry. Ran credit, said he could get me approved, then 2 days later said, there is no chance
of getting you approved. Your choice: fast or faster? These have of course been modified to
accommodate the front differential, a deep oil sump to ward off starvation, with waterproofing to
necessary components, but the numbers tell the real story. The sole transmission is a revised
ZF HP six-speed automatic, which together with the engine enhancements is expected to
produce an increase in the not-yet-released EPA estimates as well. Exterior changes center
around the front of the vehicle, with LEDs now gracing the iconic interlocking ring headlights,
and a new perforated, horizontally split grille offers distinct styling as well as cooling to the
more powerful engines. Foglights have been relocated below the restyled bumper cap, and a
triple theme has been incorporated into the fender vents, LED side indicators, and LED
taillamps. Expect a lot of noise, good or bad, surrounding the deletion of a traditional gauge
face for a inch thin-film-transistor screen, touted as the largest in any vehicle ever made. This
means the driver will see the navigation map from his side of the vehicle, while the passenger
will see a movie displayed from his angle, for a simple example. The revamped steering wheel
also gets multi-direction thumbpad controls. Naturally aspirated Range Rovers come with fourand one-piston calipers front and rear, biting into We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller:
Joseph. Lincoln, NE Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category
Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. Land Rover. By Make. Range Rover
Sport. New Defender Discovery. Discovery Sport Range Rover. Range Rover Velar. Used LR2
LR3. New By Year. Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Trim HSE 1. Quick Specs. Engine Gas V8,
5. Drivetrain Four Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Sport
Utility. Dimensions Vehicle. Base Curb Weight lbs Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in
Second Head Room in Front Shoulder Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room in
Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall in Length, Overall in Min Ground Clearance in
6. Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in - TBD -. Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 1 in Cargo
Box Area Height in Cargo Area Width Beltline in Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 2 in Cargo Box
Width Wheelhousings in Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance
Specs Engine. Engine Order Code NA. Engine Type Gas V8. Displacement 5. Clutch Size in NA.
Drivetrain 4-Wheel Drive. First Gear Ratio :1 4. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Transfer Case Gear Ratio :1
, Low 2. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Trans Order

Code NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Transfer
Case Gear Ratio :1 , High 1. Trans Type 6. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr. Rear Brake
Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Front Brake Rotor
Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Turning
Diameter - Wall to Wall ft Lock to Lock Turns Steering 3. Spare Tire Size Compact. Front Wheel
Size in 19 x 9. Spare Wheel Material Alloy. Front Wheel Material Alloy. Rear Wheel Size in 19 x 9.
Rear Wheel Material Alloy. Spare Wheel Size in 19 x 5. Suspension Type - Front
Double-Wishbone. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Suspension Type - Rear Double-Wishbone.
Suspension Type - Front Cont. Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air
Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running Lights No. Traction Control Yes.
Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps Yes. Parking Aid Yes. Tire Pressure
Monitor Yes. Back-Up Camera Yes. Stability Control Yes. Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 4.
Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain Years 4. Roadside Assistance Years 4. Other Specs Cooling
System. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Gas Mileage. Passenger Capacity. All Rights
Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. The Land Rover Range
Rover continues the tradition of interior opulence and off-road capability. Even though it
remains the leader in a very small segment, the big SUV's questionable reliability should make
buyers think twice. The Land Rover Range Rover has a long and storied past. Its debut almost
40 years ago as a spartan go-anywhere off-roader is a far cry from the luxurious palace on
wheels we find in showrooms today. Through it all, including numerous ownership changes, the
Range Rover has largely managed to remain true to its legendary off-road roots. The Range
Rover sees quite a bit in the way of development, both under the hood and inside the cabin.
Last year's 4. The base V8 is rated at horsepower, a significant hp bump over last year's model.
The supercharged V8, meanwhile, cranks out a whopping hp, which is a horse improvement.
Notably, fuel economy stays the same even with the power increase though admittedly, those
mileage numbers are quite abysmal. On the inside, the Rover does away with conventional
gauges in favor of a sleek new configurable display panel, while adaptive cruise control and a
surround camera parking system are also added to the features list. Further improvements have
also been made to the Terrain Response system. Premium luxury SUVs that can handle off-road
adventures are a rare breed. However, the Range Rover's claim to supremacy in this segment
does not, by any means, ensure perfection. In all likelihood, the vast majority of owners will
never need nor make use of its off-road prowess -- making less rugged models like the BMW X5,
Mercedes-Benz GL, Porsche Cayenne or even the Range Rover Sport a more sensible choice.
Finally, one cannot ignore the Land Rover's reputation as a mechanical liability. It's unknown
whether the brand's new owners will improve in this area, but in the past the Range Rover has
been one of the lowest-ranked vehicles in terms of reliability -- any of the other choices are
likely to cause fewer headaches. In terms of heritage and status, though, the Land Rover Range
Rover is in a class of its own. Also standard are Bluetooth, a voice-activated hard-drive-based
navigation system with "bread crumb" off-road tracking and a surround-sound audio system
with 14 speakers, satellite radio, a glovebox-mounted six-CD changer, auxiliary audio jack, USB
port and a separate iPod connection. The optional HSE's Luxury Interior package adds inch
wheels, adaptive headlights, upgraded leather upholstery and wood trim, auto-dimming exterior
mirrors and ventilated front seats with additional adjustments. Aside from its supercharged V8,
the Supercharged trim includes all of the above, plus an electronically locking rear differential,
adaptive suspension damping, high-performance Brembo brakes, automatic high beams and
blind spot warning. Optional on the Range Rover Supercharged, the Autobiography package
adds adaptive cruise control with brake assist, higher-grade leather upholstery, additional
leather interior trim including a leather headliner , additional wood trim, quad-zone climate
control, HD radio, special climate-controlled glass and a rear entertainment system. Both Range
Rovers are powered by 5. The HSE model produces hp and pound-feet of torque, while the
Supercharged's V8 develops an impressive hp and lb-ft. Both engines are paired with a
six-speed automatic transmission with manual shift control. Continuing the Range Rover's
legacy of off-road prowess, all models feature permanent four-wheel drive, low-range gearing
and up to 11 inches of maximum ground clearance. A properly equipped Range rover can tow
up to 7, pounds, and that ability is further enhanced by a new Trailer Stability Assist system and
a very nifty feature built into the exterior cameras that predicts the effect of steering on a towed
trailer while reversing. Front and rear parking sensors and a degree parking assist camera are
also standard. Besides stabilizing a towed trailer, the Trailer Stability Assist system also
intervenes with torque reduction and braking to bring both the vehicle and trailer under control.
This system uses the forward-looking radar to determine if a collision is imminent and primes
the braking system. In extreme cases, the system will even initiate braking. It's fair to say that
most Range Rovers will never be called upon to ford streams or climb the highest peaks.

Despite its ability to navigate the most daunting of terrain, the wildest environs encountered
would likely be carpool duty during the morning commute. Driven in the civilized world, the
quiet cabin and smooth ride give the Range Rover a luxury sedanlike demeanor, albeit with an
elevated view. Even though this vehicle tips the scales at nearly 3 tons, it still manages to feel
stable with a good amount of steering feel. Power from the new V8s is immediately noticeable,
with the Supercharged model's acceleration rivaling that of many sports cars. Taken off-road,
the Land Rover Range Rover is even more impressive. Not by the mere fact that it can blaze a
trail though the untamed wild, but the ease in which it accomplishes this feat. Taking time to
read the manual pays handsomely, since climbing or descending a seemingly insurmountable
summit is nearly effortless if the vehicle is correctly configured. This rarely used skill is a
testament to the Range Rover's decades of development, high ground clearance and
wide-ranging wheel articulation. One of the prominent upgrades the Range Rover line receives
for is the ultra-modern instrument panel. Instead of the traditional combination of physical dials
and electronic screens, the entire panel has been replaced by a high-resolution display that can
present an impressive amount of information in a simple and easy-to-read format. What hasn't
changed is the Range Rover's ultra-luxurious and opulent cabin. Occupants are bathed in a sea
of supple leathers and rich wood trim that is as inviting as an old English wingback chair beside
a crackling hearth. Leather adorns a variety of surfaces, from the seats, doors and dash, to even
the headliner, if desired. The seating positions are upright, as with most SUVs, with plenty of
headroom and legroom for taller adults. Land Rover has also updated the vehicle's navigation
system -- it's hard-drive-based and is a big improvement over its aging predecessor. Even so,
the Range Rover's control panel can still take a bit of getting used to. Points are also deducted
for the Range Rover's abbreviated cargo capacity of 74 cubic feet, which is a bit less than what
competing vehicles offer. Powered by its horsepower supercharged V8, the Range Rover
Supercharged hurtles down the road like it's some kind of locomotive, one of those high-speed
trains tearing across Europe at triple-digit speeds. And just like a train, this British-built SUV
seems to combine the sightseeing car, the dining car and the sleeper car all into one
magnificently luxurious box. Every time you look out the window, you expect to see the French
countryside. The time would seem to have long since passed when a sport-utility would seem
relevant to the way real people live, yet the Range Rover Supercharged reminds you that utility
never goes out of style. No matter what you have in mind, the Range Rover is ready when you
are. When you're carrying stuff, it's a great big box. When you're going someplace, four-wheel
drive makes sure you get there. And when you want to arrive, the Range Rover makes a
statement of speed and style that even a Porsche Panamera can't match. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Land Rover Range Rover.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Poor
reputation for reliability, high price, limited cargo capacity versus competitors. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Land
Rover Range Rover receives improvements that include more powerful V8 engines, a revised
automatic transmission, minor exterior updates, a new instrument cluster and navigation
system, adaptive cruise control, brake assist, blind spot monitoring and a degree parking assist
camera. Updates are also performed on the adaptive suspension, terrain response and stability
control systems. Read more. Write a review See all 34 reviews. Owning a Range Rover was
always something I hoped to do. It was worth the wait! I was a good girl and test drove other
SUV's to make all the necessary comparisons I bought it new and have had very little shop time.
In just over 4 years A rear camera, brakes, oil changes. Mostly basic stuff. This ride is amazing
inside and out. Paint and exterior styling stand out against the rest, and the interior is heaven.
Luxurious and beautiful! Not to mention the power and smooth handling. Hard to believe it's
weighs as much as it does. You would never know. I wouldn't trade it! Happy Customer! Read
less. This is my second RR and the model is a big step up in power and ride. Trips to distant
hockey rinks are a joy. When you exit this car after a long trip you feel great because th ride is
extraordinary. The power is simply amazing. Yes expect a few gremlins. We have had the back

up camera replaced twice and I do think the bluetooth is relatively weak. This car is special. It is
truly unlike any other! Amazing ride, great car. One of the most comfortable vehicles ive ever
driven. Holds the roads really well and has great traction. Plenty of power even from the natur
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ally aspirated engine. Classic looks and plenty of capability. Getting Most out of a Range Rover.
Our Range Rover has now provided , miles of worry free driving without a problem. The interior
and exterior look as good as new despite being driven extensively in the snow and mud of
Vermont. This go anywhere vehicle is quiet, luxurious and more dependable with much less
maintenance than our previous Lexus. While appearing expensive, the Range Rover can easily
do K or more miles without expensive repairs if driven with respect. I would recommend
replacement of the original Ferodo brake pads and rotors with ventilated EBC pads and rotors.
The cost is much less, they last much longer and performance is more linear. Warning: Once
you get one you will never go back! Range Rover has the highest level of brand loyalty in the
car industry. Write a review. But for the sincerest combination of utility and luxury, nothing else
comes close, really. Sponsored cars related to the Range Rover. Sign Up.

